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Chapter 251: How do others evaluate? 

This exaggerated expression almost gave Ye Qing goose bumps. 

Can he drool over the same powerful King Kong, will be a normal man. 

Ye Qing silently recovered his before evaluation, of this just and beautiful man. 

"From the reply to the post of our network manager, it would must to be you do not go to rest until 

now?" 

Ye Qing replies: 

"Go to rest and remember to contact me when you encounter trouble later." 

"Good night, I have to rest, at two o’clock in the afternoon, and I have to get up and watch a 

promotional video of a science fiction movie." 

"Even 50 cents special effects are reluctant to go to science fiction movies, good expectations." 

"What is the special effect of fifty cents, what is the mess?" Ye Qing thought, while looking up the 

window. 

The sky hanging high in the hot sun made him quite speechless. 

After the production plan was finalized, Ye Qing went to the underground base and get around it. 

The current underground base is already a real underground steel fortress. 

Starting from the four angry miners, they have not stopped the construction of the underground base. 

The underground base has now reached the level of 80 meters height with triangular structure, and a 

large bottom space of the two football fields which are reinforced with steel plates. 

The triangular dome at the top of the head is lifted with an umbrella-shaped steel beam. 

A thick-walled steel column with a spiral step, and the upper beam is lifted upright. 

Even without these beams, the underground base is as stable as Mount Tai. 

Adding these stabilization measures is purely that Ye Qing wants to build a ground base and build it 

more robustly. 

The interior of the base has been treated with anti-seepage and ventilation. 

With the lighting on the beam, the entire underground base is brightly lit, just like an underground 

technology factory. 

Ye Qing looked at the iron smelting center and produced the latest standard steel. 

These are the first batch of new steels that Master Metal Expert has smelted using limonite. 

Their appearance is silvery white and the surface is as smooth as the alloy. 
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Ye Qing deliberately tested the wear resistance of this new type of steel with a grinding wheel. 

As a result, it was found that the steel was almost the same as the quality of the rail steel purchased 

from the market. 

After patrolling the underground base, dozens of heavy trucks entered the Longxitan transit warehouse. 

In the parking lot of the warehouse, ten giants I, which have just been off the assembly line, are neatly 

waiting for the arrival of the trailer. 

They wait to be sent to the customer.. 

This group of Mechanical Colossus Type I, three of them take the ocean liner, starting from Zhongyun 

Port. 

Then continue south, through the Straits of Malacca, and then along the Indian Ocean, the Atlantic 

Ocean, towards Nigeria on the west side of the African continent. 

This is the Mechanical Colossus Type I, exported to foreign countries for the first time. 

The country of Nigeria, which is measured by the eyes of the five-guarantee households, is also a so 

poor country that people can tear away. 

The total annual output value of the country is equivalent to two Zhongyun cities. 

This is also the sale of various domestic mining resources, in exchange for the loss of the output value. 

This kind of poor and chaotic country, naturally there will be no spare cash to purchase the Mechanical 

Colossus Type I. 

That country guarantees that no one has ever heard of the name of Mechanical Colossus Type I. 

The buyer of the three Mechanical Colossus Type I is Li Huaxing... 

Although Nigeria is poor and chaotic, the local area has very rich mineral resources, especially copper 

and tin. 

China lacks copper and is the world’s largest copper consumer. Most of the copper needs to be 

imported from abroad. 

Last year, a large construction company in Jiangnan Province received a large order from the Nigerian 

government to help Nigeria build a cable-stayed bridge across the Great Cliff of Gumna. 

The construction of the cable-stayed bridge was half, and as a result, Nigeria could not afford to pay for 

it, according to the contract, 30% of the construction cost. 

This Futai construction company is not vegetarian and directly let the Nigeria copper mine come to debt. 

Copper fines were handed, and Futai Construction Company had no technical mining. Simply find 

Huaxing Heavy Industry, which mainly produces mining equipment and let Huaxing Heavy Industry 

provide a full set of mining equipment in exchange for 40% mining rights of that copper mine. 

Who makes the performance of the Mechanical Colossus Type I too strong? 



Even Li Huaxing couldn’t help but order three sets and ship them to Nigeria to mine. 

The materials and customs clearance required for export are all done by Huaxing Heavy Industry. 

When ten Mechanical Colossus Type I were transported by heavy trucks, Ye Qing followed suit. 

Ye Qing is going to the company, when the Lagonda has just started running the big star Xu Ninggong 

called. 

"Ye, I will tell you good news." 

Xu Ninggong, who has not been in contact for a week, can’t help but jump on the phone. 

"What good news?" 

Ye Qing with his arm against the phone. 

"you guess!" 

"Oh, I don’t want to guess." 

"Our movie propaganda film was officially produced at 8:00 this morning." 

Xu Ninggong proudly said: 

"At two o’clock in the afternoon, the [She from the Aliens] promo will be posted on the major video 

sites, officially with the audience met." 

This is really good news. 

Calculating the day is similar to the release time that Xu Ninggong told him last time. 

In the morning, Real Eye said that at two o’clock in the afternoon, he had to wake up to see a special 

effect of fifty cents. 

Real Eye was reluctant to see the sci-fi movie promo. 

It was no accident that this film was invested by technology. 

The film "She from the Aliens", all the technology and equipment in it, is produced by the Monster 

Heavy Factory. 

In return, Monster Heavy Factories not only enjoys box office dividends, but also inlays the LOGO of the 

second generation of Monster Heavy Factories on a lot of technology equipment inside. 

In addition to not carving Chinese characters, the LOGO in the movie is exactly the same as the reality of 

the Monster Heavy Factory product. 

The more popular the film will be, the more the heavy work of Monster Heavy Factory will follow. 

The most important thing, "She from the Aliens" gave up all the CG special effects production. 

Space ship the size of the spider to the complete reappearance, it’s rather real. 

When the crew released this news, they were sprayed by countless netizens. 



It is said that he has already intended to endure the fifty cents special effects in the movie. 

As a result, the crew did not even spend the special money of Wu Mao to do real-life shooting. 

Many viewers said that this time the face of Xu Ninggong was not attractive for watching the film. 

It is necessary to give Ding a guide to play a box office lesson, in order to make him sober and clear, to 

pull the egg. 

After all, even the things that Hollywood is not willing to try, taken from the domestic, are definitely 

very bad. 

"Then you will send the propaganda film, and I want to take a quick look." 

Ye Qing is planning to park the car aside, to appreciate it. 

"No, I want to keep suspense." 

Xu Ninggong was very happy, and smiled and said: 

"Ye, you know that spoilers are a very bad thing?" 

"When it is two o’clock in the afternoon, you can go to the major video sites and will see it." 

"When the crew held the press conference, not many netizens commented that this would definitely be 

a bad movie?" 

"Ha ha ~" 

Xu Ninggong laughed particularly as a bad lady: 

"I have to be careful, the afternoon propaganda film, how these people evaluate it." 

Chapter 252: One-sided criticism 

Xu Ninggong told Ye Qing that the video was up to five minutes long and the picture would definitely 

scare the audience. 

Ye Qing is equally curious and wants to see what the promo looks like, but Xu Ninggong does not show 

him through. 

He can see the promo at two in the afternoon and is not in a hurry to see it. 

Hanging up the phone and continuing to drive, Ye Qing went to the company to say hello to the 

employees. 

The managers rushed from their offices and started to report to Ye Qing. 

"The host port has been opened, the super-admin account has been applied, and it has been sent to the 

mailbox of Real Eye." 

When reporting, there are some concerns: 

"The port 3389 is a remote-control port. I am afraid that those hackers will also use this port. To gain 

control of the host." 
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"That is Real Eye to worry about." 

"Mr. Ye, I heard that at 2 o’clock this afternoon, the film "She From the Aliens" by our company 

technology will officially release the promo." 

The Propaganda Department Manager Yang Baihe, revealing a lovely smile: 

"We want to be on the official website." 

She also advertises? 

"Mr. Ye Qing, the Monster Heavy Factories also participated in the promotion of the film, which is 

tantamount to propaganda for our company." 

The posters are all ready-made, so that the crew can send an electronic version. 

“Mr. Ye, the underground warehouse of the building, has recruited 20 new employees to pack 

mechanical engineering chairs and metal fast engraving machines.” 

Yu Huali, manager of the personnel department, reported: 

"With more and more workers, the area of the underground warehouse is now insufficient." 

“Is there any talk about the management of the building? If the place is not enough, continue to rent, 

and the rent is not expensive anyway.” 

"Looking, but the underground warehouse has been rented out, only the underground parking lot has 

open space..." 

Yu Huali smiled: 

"The management asked us if we want to rent a parking space. They can do a small part and let us 

surround it as a warehouse." 

"We will rent it. But now it’s not just the underground warehouse..." 

"Even the upper part of the office is a little congested, it is produced since the establishment of the 

remote operations room in the central warehouse..." 

"There is not even space for employees who want to rest and be entertained." 

Ye Qing nodded and held his chin and thought: 

"You have to explore the management side of the party and see if the owner of the building has the 

possibility to sell the whole building." 

"If there is, we will buy this building directly." 

"..." 

Yu Huali and the other managers, 

After hearing this sentence, the managers have the heart is not only enthusiastic, but admiring. 



The sales manager Kong Tao, holding a thick contract for sales of the next-month Mechanical Colossus 

Type I, is preparing to give it to Ye Quing. 

At that moment two men wearing a hat and short-sleeved uniforms had entered. 

The two men had engraved on the shoulders of the uniforms two words "town management." 

The people in the office, together with Ye Qing, looked at them with doubtful eyes. 

"Sorry to be disturbing your meeting." 

The two urban managements appeared to be somewhat cautious and sorry: 

"We are here to inform you that at 4 o’clock in the afternoon, the department store opposite the road 

will be demolished. It should be temporarily emptied within two hundred meters around..." 

"It is not empty here, but a lot of dust will be blown when it will be destroyed by dynamite." 

"Let’s inform you, please go to the windows and close them back, and then reopen them after half an 

hour." 

Ye Qing and the managers turned around and looked around the glass curtain wall behind them. 

Opposite the wide road, an old building that has been surrounded by a block of nets stands there. 

The old building similar to the stadium is a department store that has existed since Ye Qing’s childhood. 

If you look at it from a development perspective, the department store is really out of place with the 

surrounding buildings. 

It is large in size and can only be five stories high. 

And many of its hardware facilities cannot keep up with the times. 

Ye Qing remembers that when he came to the company last time, the department store had already 

begun to dismantle the internal facilities. 

But he did not expect to use the blasting method to demolish the building. 

This is just an episode. 

After thanking the two staff members, Kong Tao went to inform other floors. 

“The favorite thing, when I was young, was to go to the department store to see the toys.” 

Yu Huali, the oldest personnel manager, said through the glass: 

“The department store was built in the 1980s, and now the land is bought by the Xinghe Construction 

Group. They prepare to build a large fitness club." 

"Xinghe Construction Group? I know the construction company is not very good. Do they have the 

strength to build the fitness club?" 

Kong Tao shook his head. 



"Since they have this plan, they will definitely not take the company’s life to make a joke..." 

"When the construction is done, I will give each employee of the company a membership card and count 

it as a company benefit." 

Ye Qing slammed his hands: 

"I have done it. Go back to work first, check in advance in the afternoon, whether the windows are 

closed." 

In the office, Ye Qing returned to the quiet. 

Ye Quing tilted the legs of the Erlang and adjusted the direction of the mechanical engineering chair, 

while tacking the mobile phone enjoying the scenery outside the window. 

The promotional film will launch Tencent’s video at two o’clock. 

Five minutes later, it was released to major video websites. 

Now Tencent video has been pushed to the top of the movie, and it has also opened up a live broadcast 

room. 

In the live broadcast room, in addition to the publicity photos of many crews, the theme song of this 

movie is played in a loop. 

This theme song is called [Starry Sky is not my thoughts.], from the lyrics to the arrangement to the 

singing, all of which are completed by Xu Ninggong. 

The song of Xu Ninggong does not have any mediocrity. 

This is not a fan’s praise for her, she is relying on a new song, occupying the hot song list countless times 

and the hard glory. 

Xu Ninggong sings a feature, likes to use a song to tell an unforgettable story. 

The theme of the song, which was the first-time broadcast to the public, can also quickly bring the 

audience on a magical journey, from the initial confusion to the progressive love of the place, after the 

fall of a girl from a civilization extraterrestrial. 

Amazing journey. 

Xu Ninggong has an opponent in the music industry, however, in the film and television industry, it is a 

real newcomer. 

When the film was released, Xu Ninggong ushered in her third film and television work in her personal 

interpretation. 

In the live broadcast room, it is still more lively than the vegetable market. 

"In advance, I am not coming to the promo of this movie. I only listen to the song." 

"Domestic sci-fi giant system? Ding guided to play us, we don’t want to smash again." 



"Well, Ding and Gong are both my favorite people. This theme song is the same high level as before, but 

I’m really afraid that after watching the promotional film, I will change my way from powder." 

"I heard the live broadcast room had opened the scoring function, or the crew specially made it..." 

"When people like the palace, they will give a score of five, which will comfort the palace." 

"I said that one of the upstairs, the propaganda film has not been released and began to arbitrarily draw 

conclusions, it is nothing to criticize?" 

"Domestic sci-fi films have always been good qZA garbage." 

"I have confidence in this film, and it will definitely let we understand that this sci-fi movie is not only 

junk, but also poisonous..." 

Chapter 253: Spacecraft descending from the sky 

Ye Qing turned over the comment and almost had the cold sweat. 

The comments are all about predicting the film, how garbage it is. 

All the sci-fi props in this movie are made by the Monster Heavy Factory. 

It is also said that the movie garbage is technical waste provided by the Monster Heavy Factory. 

Ye Qing wants to say that empiricism is not enough. 

But he can’t bring the pictures of the live broadcast to his mobile phone to explain to the audience. 

There is no evidence, and no one is seen. 

The audience is justified and defines it as a step-by-step sci-fi film. 

He does not blame the audience. 

As long as it is a person who loves movies, he doesn’t want to look forward to the Chinese director. 

He can really shoot a sci-fi movie, a big-scale movie. 

Not to mention what it would be like, even if it was only in Hollywood in the 1990s, the audience had to 

play the championship and smash the cinema. 

The Hollywood blockbuster [Scorpio] released in 1996, even after 20 years, can still make all domestic 

science fiction movies desperate. 

However, Hollywood’s film technology has undergone earth-shaking changes during these two decades. 

Over the past two decades, the public has also been filled with blood scenes since the beginning of the 

film. 

Once again, they have been used by national filmmakers, with a variety of sci-fi special effects films to 

fifty cents, consumption has become blame. 

At noon, at the time of the working meal, Ye Qing did not have much taste, and he felt upset because 

hate could not come out immediately and it is not easy for him to watch the promotional film. 
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Fortunately, it didn’t take too long to disappear. 

After lunch, Ye Qing sat in the office and watched the blasting preparation work of the building while 

waiting for the promotional film to go online. 

The old department store is a five-story building with a low height but a large footprint. 

Because it was built in the 1980s, the department store is not equipped with underground parking lots 

like the newly built buildings. 

Not only the customers complained, but even the merchants were all bitter. 

Driving here is like to look for bitterness, and the problem of parking can make people hard to die. 

There is also a serious shortage of toilets in the building. 

There are only two public toilets for men and women on the first floor, and a small amount of water 

supply pipes. 

People in the 1980s did not care about personal problems. 

Now, no, the slightly larger shops are not equipped with independent hygiene, which greatly affects the 

mood of customers. 

There are many similar problems. 

All the design concepts are seriously unable to keep up with the development of the problem. 

Therefore, before the inspection team arrived, the Zhongyun City Urban Construction Bureau included 

the building in the demolition project. 

Looking from the position of Ye Qing, he can see the inside of the building without windows. 

There are many workers wearing orange overalls, walking around with the reel, and studying there for 

half a day. 

Ye Qing knows this is the primer used in the blast hole and is installed. 

Outside the interception network, on the road, the traffic police near the up the warning strip. 

Some citizens who want to park nearby are also being discouraged. 

The five-story building was completely undisturbed with blasting technology. 

Ye Qing was also the first to see the blasting demolition because he decided to take a look at this 

spectacular building collapse scene. 

At 15 o’clock in the afternoon, in the Tencent video, in the live broadcast room of [she from the aliens], 

the number of viewers suddenly increased. 

500,000, 700,000, 800,000... 

According to Ding’s speech, half of the audience rushed to Xu Ninggong’s palace after attending the 

latest press conference. 



The director Ding Yin originally had a very low-key press conference, which was widely advertised by 

journalists. 

It was described as a gimmick. 

The director Ding Yin wanted to shoot a domestic sci-fi film which shocks everyone. 

In the beginning, the audience felt the director Ding was insane and was overwhelmed by the first few 

works of a certain level. 

Now the audience still thinks so. 

As time went by, the audience in the live broadcast room quickly broke through the one million online 

marks. 

"World Watching Movies," "Douban Film Review", "Times Network", "Tencent Entertainment", etc. 

Almost all well-known online media in China have editors come in, ready to wait for the beginning of the 

promotional film. 

Grab the front of other online media, publish Latest reviews. 

Yan Bindong is a senior film review editor of the film information network. 

He knows that any news, as long as the title brings the words of Xu Ninggong, can easily harvest a lot of 

clicks. 

If you play with the words, make sure the following comments can be blasted in the shortest time. 

The black and pink people can’t hate to turn the text into a nuclear bomb and launch each other 

towards each other. 

Therefore, in order to be able to broadcast for the first time, Yan Bindong did not start with the 

promotional film but just with the press release. 

According to his own experience, he draws more attention in the press release. 

How many times does Xu Ninggong want to devastate fans? 

Quite a controversial title, he was not expected to be hit by Qi Bindong. 

Domestic sci-fi movies have the directors, who dare not touch the sad. 

The director Ding and Xu Ninggong may feel that even if the sci-fi movie is bad. 

There will be a lot of fans going to the cinema to hold their noses and watch. 

I want to say they are wrong. 

This sci-fi movie will drag the audience into the abyss. 

Yan Bindong did not need to fight the draft and began to criticize when he came up. 

"Ten!", "Nine!", "Eight!"... 



In the live room, the countdown starts. 

When the number reaches zero, the original gray-white background instantly turns black. 

"Whoo ... Whoo ... Whoo" 

The screaming alarm sounded sudden. 

Many users who choose to watch in full screen are scared. 

A burst of ethereal electronic sound, the sound is an alien language that has never been heard. 

Subtitles: [Warning ~ Warning ~ The speed of the engine is broken, the spacecraft starts the forced 

landing procedure, please prepare the passengers for the impact.] 

The picture gradually lit up, wearing a lightweight armored spacesuit Xu Ninggong, sitting nervously in 

the cockpit. 

"My godmother!" 

Senior film editor Qi Bindong, surprised at the moment of seeing the picture, picked up from the chair. 

He slammed his eyes, full of incredible, watching the spacesuit on the screen. 

This is a set of dreamy spacesuits consisting of multiple streamlined white metals that fit snugly on the 

curve of the Xu Ninggong body. 

The surface of the pure white armor is faint and smooth. 

Each armor is also lined with magic-like dent lines that combine to create an incomprehensible complex 

totem. 

Inside the groove totem, it seems that there is a liquid silver metal flowing back and forth, charging the 

set. 

Not waiting for Yu Bindong to react, the picture flew out of the cockpit. 

Even with a professional video, you can’t guess how this plane flies out because it’s not a CG picture, it’s 

real. 

A spaceship 60 meters in diameter comes from the sky. 

This is a dark gray interstellar spacecraft full of years of vicissitudes. 

There are several scratches on the ship that may be caused by meteorite collisions, where the mesh 

crystals are evenly sputtered. 

In front of the spaceship, a beautiful shield-shaped emblem is set in it. 

There is a diamond-shaped ray on the shield emblem. 

Under the reflection of the sunlight, the luster becomes a dazzling halo, which makes it not the metal at 

all but the illusion of the diamond. 

"How is this possible?" 



Yan Bindong was completely out of his mind. 

The starship in front of him was definitely a real interplanetary spacecraft. 

Yan Bindong was overwhelmed by the shocking picture that fell from the sky. 

Yan Bindong’s ears in the winter are full of atmospheric friction, and the interstellar spacecraft is getting 

bigger and bigger in his pupils. 

Chapter 254: Domestic Science Fiction Movies 

Yan Bindong’s ears are full of atmospheric friction, and the interstellar spacecraft is getting bigger and 

bigger in his pupils. 

Not only Yan Bindong, all the viewers who chose to watch in full screen were completely shocked. 

Perfect detail, heavy and vicissitude spacecraft shell. 

This is not the CG, the perfect CG technology, nor can they deceive the eyes of the audience who have 

been raised by countless large movies. 

If not CG computer technology! So, what is it? 

How did the spacecraft come and what kind of means was used to film it? 

The starship is tilted and descends from the sky. 

The self-propelled thrust engine keeps adjusting direction. 

The screaming alarm continued, the ground beneath the spacecraft was getting bigger and bigger, and 

the lake-like farmland appeared on the side of the audience. 

Sweet potato field, a little man is wearing a straw hat, driving a tractor, staring at the sky like a 

scarecrow. 

Rumble ~ 

The interplanetary spaceship leaned forward and touched the ground. 

The screen switches again, and the spacecraft is in the crop field, drawing a long trace. 

Cooperate with the shocking background music. 

From his perspective, the little man who drove the tractor witnessed for the first time, from the 

shocking civilization outside the stars. 

The spacecraft’s tempo engine could explode at any time. 

Xu Ninggong wearing a set of spacesuits magnificent hurriedly fled from the spacecraft cockpit. 

The first time, the earth man and the alien met, the little man said: 

"You have to... pay for my crop." 

As the opening remark. 
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Yan Bindong squirted in laughing and straightening his thigh. 

This interplanetary spacecraft has destroyed more than ten acres of sweet potato land, the heroine will 

pay for it, what is the compensation? 

The main actress ran away and looked at the little man who had lost money. 

The picture flashed, they had already run outside the field, and the heroine was waiting for the 

spacecraft to explode. 

"It will blow up the whole field because of a curved engine." 

"Twenty years ago, aliens invaded." 

The picture flashed again. 

In the spacecraft engine room of the spacecraft, a mechanical spider with eight mechanical legs and an 

inconspicuous abdomen and an unusually delicate nameplate was running fast. 

This is not the point, and the focus is on the speed engine room. 

Two devices, like the Hadron Collider, are connected to a huge device full of unspeakable sci-fi. 

In the transparent pipe of this equipment, there is a black material, which is lightning-fast inside. 

It’s too late to comment, and the audience is completely fascinated by the structure here. 

The more you look at it, the more you can’t praise it. The repairing spider’s place jump and squat is filled 

with amazing details. 

The repair spider opens the cover and quickly cuts off the power of the various instruments inside, 

which seems to be preventing the explosion of the curved speed engine. 

Where are these mechanical spiders? 

It is clearly a mechanical life with eight flexible limbs. 

Not to mention domestic sci-fi movies, even in Hollywood, it is difficult to make such perfect details. 

The man in Iron Man who only handed a towel and took the fire extinguisher was the same physical 

shooting technique. 

It’s just that the robot is really anxious, stupid and slow. 

This, of course, does not deliberately shape the stupid character of this mechanical assistant, but the 

directors are subject to the limitations of industrial technology, it is difficult to use more flexible 

manipulators to act as an "actors." 

This spider of repair has left a very deep impression on everyone. 

It is too cute. Especially when the speed engine is in a major crisis, its rushing mechanical arm swaying 

back and forth, giving people a very nervous feeling. 



Even more shocking is still behind, or as long as any foreign technology products appear, it will inevitably 

arouse the audience. 

The four engraved inexplicable totem pattern columns, the bottom of which looks like an energy shield 

generator made of different dimension metal. 

In the mid-term, a foreign technology company came to kidnap mechanical maintenance spiders. 

They have fled to the deep seas. As a result, the heroine dispatched three unmanned detectors directly 

flying at very low altitude close to the waves, behind of the speedboats of foreign technology 

companies. 

The audience is dumbfounded. 

Originally intended to use a wealth of experience to criticize this film promo. 

It was also completely dumbfounded. 

From the beginning of the promo, the keyboard next to him never hit punctuation. 

Can it be a domestic science fiction film? 

How could this be a domestic science fiction film? 

Grandma, Liu Yun chief Zhongyun Broadcast Station. What’s your feeling after you seen this? 

Such is Yan Bindong: "World Watching Movies", "Douban Film Review", "Time Network", "Tencent 

Entertainment", etc., almost the same as well-known online media editors. 

The beginning of criticism just hit it, has been sinful. 

Originally carrying countless negative emotions, they were prepared to take this promo as a joke, and 

they were completely shocked. 

Which is a domestic movie promo? 

It is clear there are really aliens who landed on the Earth with a starship, and then they were recorded 

by a director named Ding Yin. 

The owner of the spacecraft is exactly the same as the big star Xu Ninggong. 

Some of the funny things are the ones that have just been broadcasted by the promo. 

The scoring function has been activated in the live broadcast. 

The lowest 0 points, the highest 10 points. 

As a result, in the first black scene when there was a loud and shocking sound there were countless 

zeros. 

As the picture lights up, the zeros come to an abrupt end. 

We can hear phrases like that. 

"I blush, I am embarrassed to speak." 



"My god, this is a domestic science fiction film? That mechanical repair spider is so cute." 

"God, is it my eye, or is Ding cited to be possessed by aliens?" 

"The monster icon in the trailer feels like I have seen it." 

"It’s not CG~ It’s not CG. I’m going crazy, my heart is coming out. This picture can just get rid of all 

Hollywood sci-fi movies." 

"My face, Xiaobian, please come out quickly. I have to apologize and delete the comments I sent 

before." 

"Who can tell me, what is the technique used by the director Ding Yin? There is also the monster icon 

source." 

"The white armor of Xu Ninggong is so beautiful, how can the crew not post the poster, I want to be a 

computer screensaver." 

"Don’t stop me, and I have to pick up my hand. I just got the scoring function. The devil possessed me. I 

gave it zero points when I went up." 

"With the devil possessed..." 

"Being possessed by the devil 1..." 

As the promo was over, all the viewers in the live room exploded. 

The score there is completely two extremes. From the first few seconds of 0 minutes, to the next 10 

minutes, jump up like a waterfall. 

In just two minutes, the number of scorers broke through the 200,000 mark, and the average score was 

always 9.99. 

Countless film critics, his face burning, quickly deleted the manuscript that had been written before. 

They re-changed the title and used the most praised language to describe the feeling of watching the 

promo. 

Chapter 55: Explosion building 

Half an hour later, all the major movie websites and forums had titled: 

God-like promotional film, "She from the Aliens" which was totally against the sky. 

"What kind of international jokes do you play on the desperate navy? Can you watch domestic movies?" 

"Hold on, wait, what are the pictures likes?" 

"When will the film be on? I have to mobilize all my friends and relatives to support it." 

"If you are willing to watch domestic science fiction films, the number will be small." 

However, when "She from the Aliens" took an unparalleled momentum and occupied major social 

networks and software. 



Netizens were all attracted by the beautiful screenshots, and they opened the connection. 

The video in the Tencent lives room was once unplayable by the card, and it was all in the buffer. 

Domestic sci-fi films, this one is enough. 

Netizens who were smothered by countless bad movies. 

Looking at this promo, their eyes seemed to have been injected with eye drops, and they had been 

baptized visually. 

"Real!" "Shock!" "powerful!" "Science fiction!” 

This kind of domestic science fiction movie is finally proud of the feeling of excitement. 

Don’t be too excited. 

At the same time, a big question appeared in front of a lot of netizens. 

In the promo, what is the monster icon from the first close-up to the occasional flash? 

This question was quickly unveiled by a user of a Mechanical Engineering Chair. 

He uploaded a picture of the nameplate behind the Mechanical Engineering Chair, and the monster icon 

in the picture is exactly the same as in the promotional film. 

Then the product video of Monster Heavy Factories was turned over, with a Mechanical Engineering 

Chair and a Mechanical Colossus Type I. 

Some netizens who don’t care much about the industry have discovered the original domestic movie. 

They can completely subvert the mystery of their eyeballs, and that the Monster Heavy Factory provides 

all the sci-fi equipment props. 

Including the tens of meters, long interplanetary spacecraft and a dazzling sci-fi armored a spacesuit for 

Xu Ninggong. 

............ 

In just one hour, the number of visits to the Monster Heavy Industry website has turned ten. 

Half an hour after the registration limit time has elapsed. 

Countless people are asking, is this type of mechanical repair spider is for sale? 

Within the company, employees are as excited as the year-end awards. 

The higher the popularity of Monster Heavy Industry, the more they feel like a part of the company. 

Whether can ordinary netizens buy a Mechanical Engineering Chair at the price of a car or a Mechanical 

Colossus Type I that is more expensive than a Lamborghini. 

The company’s popularity is improved. 

They can get a lot of envious eyes even if they go out to brighten the company’s work cards. 



The employees are all in the circle of friends, pushing the "She from Aliens" promo. 

However, in these pushes there are a few photos including a huge LOGO hanging outside the company. 

And a self-portrait wearing a work clothes and wearing a nameplate. 

Other departments were excited to talk about the film there. 

However, the network department with a few employees is nervous and kept firmly behind the back-

office management host of the official website. 

If the hacker is looking for the opportune moment for the invasion of the official website and cause the 

greatest loss to society, it is without a doubt now. 

The host has opened port 3389, which allows the Real Eye to take over control at the same time, and 

also facilitates those hackers to compete for control. 

Knowledge of Ye Qing’s computer network is that of a pupil of the primary school. 

But Zhongyun University is not the first Eastern computer school. 

This can make sure the security departments of ancient America have a terrible existence. 

The meter keeps an eye on the running data in the background. 

Suddenly an abnormal data is reflected in his eyes. 

"In some cases, the standby host is ready to be connected at any time." 

The meter can dance back and forth on the keyboard with both hands. 

And wants to enter the local security policy interface and block the IP entering the host. 

Query the IP and block the IP in just two steps. 

Ye Qing can feel that his hand speed is fast enough, but he didn’t expect others to be faster. 

Before IP can be blocked, the others have given themselves administrator privileges. 

Then he found the keyboard and mouse have no right to operate... 

Just like switching to someone else to turn on the computer, the mouse moves on the screen quickly. 

Less than a second of the official background of the site management. 

The screen displayed on the screen suddenly jumped. 

Jumped on the local security policy interface and let users manage unknown IP segments, filtered out 

one by one and check the off box. 

The other party’s computer administrator account has also been revoked. 

The screen jumped to the desktop again with several software. 



That was concise, and DOS operation windows were sent remotely, and then the software was opened 

to automatically minimize the operation. 

[Red After Firewall], [Alice Violent Cracker], [Dice Tracker]... 

"It must be the Real Eye!" The meter jumped excitedly: "It’s so powerful, even the name of the software 

he made is extremely domineering." 

A TXT document was created, and someone typed it on it. 

"Hello, I am the Real Eye, then I’m going to take over." 

Ye Qing tried to move the keyboard and mouse and found the right to operate had returned. He pinched 

his knuckles and typed respectfully: 

"Idol, I’ve laid down, you can show us the technology as much as you like." 

Several employees in the network department exchanged their eyes with each other, and they all felt 

the other’s retina had signs of bursting. 

The competence of the Real Eye is terrible... 

"This kind of talent, it is a pity you do not come to the company." 

Ye Qing also came over and screamed at the performance of the Real Eye. 

"Yes boss, I don’t think it will take long. The Real Eye can follow the path of their invader and find out 

the hidden national cities of these mice." 

"It’s a pity that these people should all come from abroad. If we call the police, we can’t take the other 

party." 

"That’s better than the previous two eyes." 

Ye Qing let the meter type and ask the Real Eye, can you give the other host a black. 

"boom!" 

At the moment when Ye Qing was able to type, a loud bang blew across the office. 

After the loud noise and screaming, the office was actually shaken with a loud noise. 

Everyone turned their gaze to the direction of the sound source. 

Through the glass, Ye Qing saw the department store building in the other side of the road blocked by 

the net. 

The building was also like a domino, and the chain reacted like a domino. 

Ye Qing walked quickly to the window and saw the old building braving the smoke. 

This old five-story department store, which has not been used for some time. 

In five seconds, the old building has begun to smash and collapse. 



Chapter 256: Secrets in the ruins 

Patronizing to see Real Eye, Ye Qing remembered the department store had to be demolished by 

blasting at 4 p.m., just like the hacker fighting method of Nabo Mouse. 

The sound caused by the blasting of the building is already shocking, even the Blue-Sky Building here, 

can feel a slight shaking. 

Ye Qing was shocked, then watched the dust covering the sky and scattered from the ruins. 

Employees also came together to see the excitement. 

Most of them are the first to see the blast of the building such a spectacular scene. 

The dust quickly covered the Blue-Sky Building at this moment. 

A line of water it also drove in a sluice sprinkler and the water mist was used to dust the surrounding air. 

"Boss, there’s news on the other side of Real Eye." 

Yang Baihe has a cold in his voice. 

Ye Qing heard and returned to the host who had been seated at three tables. 

An IP address starting with 61.44 was posted in the document by Real Eye. 

Real Eye is typing: 

"There is more than one person in the other party. There is a total of six IP intrusions. There should be 

an organized teamwork..." 

"The location is in Miyagi Prefecture in Gongqi County, this tracking was smooth, the other side may 

have thought that your defense skills are too poor, and I was caught them off guard.” 

"They have a good strength. When they found out that I was trying to invade their host, they 

disconnected in time." 

"I have run several defense software I made myself on your mainframe. But I am a bit curious, why do 

you recruit foreign hacker groups?" 

"First of all, thank you for your help. Without you, this time we have to temporarily close the official 

website." 

Ye Qing typed and replied: 

"The cause of hacking is still domestic, but the competitor has some background abroad." 

"Mr. Ye?" 

Real Eye wrote on the keyboard. 

"It’s me!" 

"Mr. Ye be assured that the other side is just a lot of people, and the division of their labor can be clear. 

Next time when they come again, it is not they to invade us, but I went to invade them." 
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"Good talent!" 

Ye Qing reluctantly shook his head: 

"Unfortunately, people are not willing to come to our company." 

The annual salary is eight million dollars, which is already the highest salary of the domestic skilled 

personnel. But Real Eye does have the strength to refuse this bowl of rice. 

Ye Quing can also feel very sorry. 

If he can bring Real Eye to the company, then their network department will undergo earth-shaking 

changes. 

With a little expansion, he can have a first-class network team in China. 

With a boss like Ye Qing, Real Eye can have eight million Yuan for changing his life and it would be a 

luxury to hire a security guard for ten million Yuan. 

"It’s not a worry, please come Real Eye and grab this position of network manager." 

Network security is only part of the company’s network department. 

As a strong mechanical industry enterprise, network security is only a smaller part. 

The core of Monster Heavy Factory is industry. 

From the establishment of the company to the present. 

The team that can be led has been fully integrated into the company’s core business system. 

For example, the establishment of a remote operating room, the entire application, is a research design 

that can carry out industrial automation programming with a team. 

The remote operations room is perfect, and now it is impeccable after physical isolation. 

During this period, Real Eye was able to make unimaginable efforts and also gained the recognition from 

Ye Qing with his own abilities. 

Ye Qing did not mention it. He said if he invites Real Eye, he can move the plan. 

"I can understand in my heart, please come Real Eye, I am still the network manager." 

At the beginning of college graduation, he was awarded the title of Network Manager. 

At first, he can only think that this job is not a big deal, that is, the salary is higher. 

However, as the behemoths rebuilt as many times as they could, they could gradually taste the hard 

work they could not taste at school. 

This kind of sweetness is very sweet, can make men fighting high spirits, but also can make men’s social 

status skyrocket. 

Therefore, it is particularly desirable to join Real Eye, so that their network department will grow 

stronger. 



Real Eye is also a bitter. 

He is afraid of people who have been offended before he enters the job, hear the news. 

Or technically, he is judged. 

"There are real concerns. Some top computer network experts are often exclusive and skilled in 

technology, which is easy to recognize." 

Ye Qing knocked on his head: 

"Real Eye does not know the strength of our company in Zhongyun City, but we are not very good to 

show these. After all, we do not even know whether he is fat or thin." 

"take it easy." 

"Okay, you continue to work. I will go back to the factory first." 

Ye Qing brushed his hair: 

"There are four Mechanical Colossus Type I in the evening to take the iron way and send them to the 

prairie three thousand miles away." 

"what?" 

At this moment, the employees who stood in front of the glass windows and watched the hot scene and 

seemed to see something strange, strangely said: 

"There seems to be something on the ruins, and many people ran to watch." 

"Really, wow, even the nearby traffic policemen are running there." 

The female staff pointed out there, like a group of swallows: 

"What will it be?" 

"What can we have in the Department store?" 

Ye Qing also glanced out the window. 

The department store building across the road had become a ruin. 

In the position that should have been the entrance plaza, many employees wearing orange overalls 

were just pointing there. 

Even the traffic police who are in charge for the traffic, one by one, leaned toward the side and 

stretched their necks. 

It is not only the nature of the people of China, but also the nature of the people all over the world. 

"I don’t see it clearly, and it is surrounded by people." 

"We were condescending and haven’t found anything in the past?" 



Employees still have to go to work, and naturally it is impossible to look over the past to watch the 

excitement. 

Ye Qing has to go to see this time, and he got out of the elevator and did not go to the parking lot. 

Ye Qing across the sidewalk ran to the opposite side to see, what they finally found so convincing. 

The department store has been successfully demolished, and more than a dozen sprinklers have also 

lowered the dust in the air. 

At this time, when Ye Qing gathered to watch, no one blocked him. 

Walking to the ruins that looks like a rubble hill, Ye Qing listened to the crowd and continued to hear 

incredible sounds. 

Squeezed into the crowd, only to see what was supposed to be the square road turned. 

He saw a crack on the turning surface of the road, which should have been the square, because of the 

blasting. 

At the end of the crack, a car-sized hollow appeared on the ground. 

The inside of the hollow is incomparably dark, and the famous traffic policeman squats at the hole. He 

uses the police light flashlight that he carries with him to take photos of it. 

The crowd was even more surprised by this picture. 

They saw a mottled concrete channel in the cave, leaning to the ground to the far side. 

"What is it underneath?" 

"How can there be a secret passage under the department store?" 

"Which is bold, let’s go down and see?" 

The workers were talking about each other. Their courage was quite big. After less than half a minute of 

discussion, they decided to go down and find out. 

A high-power air compressor was quickly lifted by workers. 

The equipment used to supply air to the pneumatic drill was used as an oxygen supply machine. The 

worker tied a piece of gravel on the pneumatic pipe and threw it into the depth of the passage. 

"Pop - Pop - Pop" 

A few minutes later, feeling that the air had almost entered into the mottled concrete channel. 

Two workers with flashlights did not say what to do, jump into the mottled concrete channel. 

Chapter 257: The discovery of shock 

"Hey ~ the idea is safe." The traffic policemen squatted in the hole, their neck stretched out and looked 

inside. 

"It’s okay, it’s all concrete." 
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The workers who jumped into the expedition call out: 

"The really deep passage looks very historical." 

"The passage is hundreds of meters long. It is really spacious here. There are no problems with the two 

cars running inside." 

"I rely on..." 

"I rely on..." 

Half a minute later, the hole echoed the surprise of two workers: 

"You must not guess what the end of the passage is." 

"Then you’re talking about it." 

The traffic policemen were dying of anxiety toward the two workers. 

"Look at it yourself and make sure you are shocked." 

The traffic police did not say anything, but also jumped with a flashlight. 

Not long after, it is another sentence: 

"I rely on..." 

Another bold worker jumped down, and the people who had gone down before ran up and reported 

what they had seen and heard excitedly. 

"Iron Gate! Two big iron gates, just like the bank vault door in the movie." 

In this way, we can’t stand watching the bustle any longer. One or two of them jumped into the cave. 

Ye Qing was the last one to follow down, because of his occupation. When the first wave of workers 

went down to explore, Ye Qing checked a circle around the direction of the passage. 

This mysterious and unknown passage that knows how long ago it exists. 

When the building was blasting, Ye Qing was aware of the shaking on the side of the Blue-Sky Building. 

Ye Qing naturally wants to check whether there is any danger of collapse in the ground above the 

passage. 

And if so it is, he must immediately remind the insiders. 

After checking it out and there should be no problem. 

From the cracked gap, the upper part of the passage should be reinforced with a large number of steel 

bars. 

And the deeper the concrete structure, the thicker the upper concrete structure. 

There is no risk of collapse, and Ye Qing naturally follows the channel to see the excitement. 



The air is not dull, and the compressor is always pumping air into it. 

Many people took out the mobile phone lighting, and there are several traffic police flashlights, which 

are very bright in the channel. 

Even if four or fifty people poured into the passage, 

Also, they don’t feel crowded. 

Walking towards the bottom of the channel, Ye Qing’s heart is getting more and more shocking. 

The channel is slanted deep into the ground, and the two sides are mottled concrete structures. 

Because of the age, the white and blue paints on the top have begun to peel off. 

On these peeling paints, some Chinese characters painted with red paint can be identified. 

Zhongyun Machine Power Plant, Zhongyun No. 2 Middle School, Zhongyun First Machinery Factory... 

1979... 

The history of these handwritings is too long. 

In 1979, Ye Qing said he was still decades away from his birth. 

The foot is also concrete, the center is a non-slip slope with steel bars, and the sides are shallow steps. 

Because the years are too long, these steel anti-slip lines have been severely rusted, and a small set of 

iron slag can be frustrated by gently frustrating. 

Strolling through the passage, when he reached the end, Ye Qing and dozens of other workers traffic 

policemen fell into an indescribable shock. 

At the end of the five meters wide, four meters high passageway, there are two steel gates painted with 

thick military green anti-rust paint and huge runners. 

The two steel doors were closed, and the slogans painted in red paint on the surrounding steel door 

frames were faintly visible. 

[Deep digging hole and wide grain], [Long live the Chinese people.]! 

The passage is not sultry, but everyone has very hot inside. 

These slogans, which have been severely faded, are the most brilliant history. 

The slogan, with its arrogant and heroic tone, silently tells the people who are watching the audience. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, the people of that time used the hands that were not afraid of fear to build the 

world. 

The underground miracle. 

At that time, Huaxia had a strong enemy neighbor who had already opened the steel torrent to the 

border. 



And was ready to advance to the inland cities of China. 

In that era, China was poor and backward, regardless of the land. 

The sky or the ocean, all the equipment all behind the gap, between the entire generation of strong 

enemies. 

But the Chinese people of that era were proud of the world and open-minded, not as trivial as they are 

now, suffering from gains and losses. 

There is no doubt that this is an underground civil air defense project. 

From the heavy iron gates and the ultra-high thickness concrete structure. 

This civil air defense project hidden under the department store can directly resist any air bomb attack. 

Even because of the blockage of department stores, this civil air defense project has initially possessed 

the basic conditions for nuclear shelters. 

The steel gate was closed, and more than a dozen workers were full of energy to open it. 

They did not unlock the rusty locks which lacked maintenance. 

"It’s really a big eye-opener. Before that, we thought the department store was tattered and short. 

Unexpectedly, there was such a huge civil air defense project hidden underneath." 

“Admire, most of the underground concrete building of this size in that era. It is estimated that most of 

it can only be pushed by hand and shoulder in those days.” 

The workers responsible for the blasting fell into feelings. 

"Hey, the people inside are coming up quickly." 

At this time, at the mouth of the hole, the echo of the caller’s voice echoed: 

"We are the staff of Zhongyun Human Defense Office, and please cooperate with us." 

Anyway, the door could not be opened, and the crowd continued to go outside. 

When Ye Qing went up, the guard ring was pulled around the hole. 

Outside the warning strip, it has already been filled with a crowd of onlookers. 

The Municipal Civil Defense Office is the department of urban civil air defense work. 

Usually responsible for organizing and managing the urban air defense construction of the city. 

And responsible for organizing the urban people’s anti-air strikes during the war. 

Now that the department store has exploded showing a huge bomb shelter, it musts of course be 

exposed for the first time. 

A cab Haval H8 hurried to the ruins when the door opened, a man who was about forty years old and 

whose hair was thin ran down. 



The man looked anxious, ran off the car and ignored the warning strips. 

ignorant of the dust who is everywhere, and squatted directly on the ground and looked into the hole. 

"It’s over, this is over." 

"Hey, you can’t go inside." 

The staff of the Civil Defense Office shouted. 

"I am Su Yuan, the boss of Xinghe Construction. What is your personal defense?" 

One man somewhat bald got up and his face was full of anger and worry: 

"Why is there a defense project under the department store? Notice in advance?" 

"Why didn’t anybody tell me when I bought this land? In order to catch up with the progress and no one 

came to stop us when we ask the construction blasting company to explode the building?" 

"Now the building has been blasted, but personal defense projects have exploded. Tell me, how do we 

work?" 

"Relax your anger." 

The two staff members of the Civil Air Defense Office quickly apologized and laughed: 

"We actually received a phone call just before we knew there was a civil air defense project here..." 

"It’s almost forty years. The people who are in charge of the archive’s information have changed a few 

times..." 

"The name of the street in Zhongyun City has changed..." 

"If it is not the file, we don’t know there is this under the department store. What?" 

"There are too many secret civil air defense projects excavated in the whole country..." 

"It is because of the age, no one remembers there are civil air defense projects..." 

"We can’t run every day, see where to build, go back and go to the cabinet to find information. There is 

no civil defense project there." 

"There is also a bomb shelter of this structure. 

"How do you tell me to soothe my anger?" 

Su Yuan, the owner of Xinghe Construction, sweated all over his forehead: 

"Don’t think I don’t know if the civil air defense project wants to be demolished, it must be approved a 

lot...” 

“Even the Civil Air Defense Office of your city is not qualified for examination and approval, but it has to 

report to the government.+ 

Chapter 258: Opening the steel gate 
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Not easy to dismantle this civil air defense project for two aspects. 

First, this type of permanent reinforced concrete base buried in the ground is difficult to dismantle as if 

to remove a mountain. 

On the other hand, it is a formality problem. 

The Municipal Civil Defense Engineering Office only has the qualification to construct and design civil air 

defense projects. 

If the original civil air defense project needs to be dismantled due to the development of urban 

construction. 

it must be reported to the higher-level unit for approval by the higher-level unit. 

Many high-rise buildings, when designing underground parking lots, need to be handled by the Civil 

Defense Department. 

And the design drawings of the civil air defense project are issued to make the parking lot have the 

function of resisting bombardment. 

If you are unable to build a civil air defense facility, you will have to pay for off-site construction. 

On the underground passage, the names of many factories that have disappeared into history are the 

names of the units that participated in the construction of this fortification. 

At that time, there was no underground parking lot. 

This underground fortification, seen from the heavy door, knew the internal facilities would not be 

simple. 

The right to remove this underground fortification is not in the Zhongyun Civil Defense Office. 

But in the end, whether it can be dismantled is also a question. 

Su Yuan, the boss of Xinghe Construction, clearly understands this problem, like a construction company 

with sufficient qualifications. 

He originally planned to put all his efforts into the land of the Zhongyun Gold Business Circle and 

operate it as the top fitness venue in Zhongyun. 

Now with the improvement of people’s living standards, fitness has become an increasingly fashionable 

and increasingly burning activity. 

Su Yuan’s plan is perfect. 

He grabbed the land at a very high price. He never imagined that under the land, it also hid an 

underground fortification dating back several decades. 

An employee with a Kraft paper bag full of years of sensation ran over. 

"Director, I found the details of this civil air defense project from the file management." 



The director of the Civil Defense Office took over the dusty Kraft paper bag, shook the dust, and opened 

it. 

The director first opened the paper bag and turned it over to see if there were documents with 

confidentiality. 

After confirming that there is no confidential document, he extracted the document. 

“Look at how big the underground area is?” 

The boss Su Yuan is as nervous for waiting for the trial. 

The civil air defense works can’t be demolished. 

First, according to the area to make up for the construction costs of different places. 

Second is to build a new civil air defense project of the same area as a supplement. 

Either way, you must calculate the money by area. 

The larger the area, the greater the loss suffered by the boss Su Yuan. 

Five minutes passed, and the director of the Civil Defense Office sighed heavily: 

"The document shows that since the seventh year of the civil defense project, our relationship with the 

former Soviet Union has been greatly improved..." 

"At the time, Zhongyun was vigorously promoting the improvement of the public..." 

"In the cultural life, the export was sealed with concrete, and the front of the department store was 

transformed into a large square for the public to enjoy..." 

"At that time, there was a need for confidentiality. After the completion of the project, a total of three 

channels was disguised by a department store as a cover..." 

"The owner of the department store was not the person who planned the construction. He didn’t know 

there was a place under the department store." 

"You tell me now what is the use of this?" 

The boss Su Yuan rushed only to catch the hair: 

"I want to know how big the underground area is." 

The director of the Civil Defense Office is also anxiously scratching his head. 

There are no information and drawings on the internal structure area in the portfolio. 

It may have been submitted to a higher level unit. 

“The door is just rusted; we look for tools to open it and see.” 

Upon hearing the director of the Civil Defense Office say to open the door. 



The workers on the side were more active than the braised pork and immediately showed the prepared 

guys. 

The traffic police who were originally responsible for the alert were not allowed to let the crowd enter. 

Ye Qing did not intend to go in, but when standing next to the warning line, the traffic police did not 

know what evil winds were sent. 

It is estimated that Ye Qing’s temperament was extraordinary, and he thought it was the leader who 

quickly lifted the warning strip. 

Ye Qing went on with the liveliness without looking at the white. 

In front of the two large steel facades, more than a dozen workers injected a lot of oil in the door shaft 

and turntable position of the gate. 

Then they lifted a steel pipe into the turntable and slammed together. 

"Da ~ Da ~ Da ~" 

Under the leverage, the latch behind the iron door moves slowly, causing a burst of squeaky sound. 

When the heavy door was finally opened, a strong musty smell came from inside, and the heavy taste 

could smoke people. 

The workers moved three air compressors and changed the air for half an hour. 

After the turntable is unscrewed, the steel gate is easy to open. 

After the gas exchange was completed. 

The workers pushed open the explosion-proof door with a thickness of half a meter, brought the power 

cord and received the power distribution box at the door. 

When the old lighting inside was lit, the secret civil defense project sealed for decades under the 

department store was finally revealed again in front of the world. 

Su Yuan, the boss who bought this piece of land, sat down on the cold ground directly. 

This kind of bomb shelter was clearly an underground town. 

Even if he is used to his own secret base, Ye Qing still has to admire the building in front of him. 

It is a corridor separated by a passageway. 

Each corridor is inlaid with a steel explosion-proof door that is not visible to the head. 

Some explosion-proof doors are closed, and the inside of the explosion-proof door is a dome-like 

chamber. 

The secret rooms are different, and the space is small and large. 

The small secret room is only the size of the garage, and the large secret room can accommodate 

hundreds of people in the meeting. 



The only thing that is the same is each of the secret rooms is equipped with a red wooden box. The 

wooden box is painted with a white paint. 

There is also a wooden board hanging next to the red box. 

The board is written with small letters. 

After careful identification, Ye Qing found out that it was telling the masses how to carry out scientific 

evasion and effective self-rescue after intensive bombing and nuclear strike. Guide article. 

And those locked secret rooms, outside the brand is not hung [weapon room], [ammunition room], 

[emergency room], is [anti-chemical washroom], [emergency food reserve area], [radio operation 

room]. 

In addition, there is a huge refuge area. 

With the entry of the staff of the Civil Defense Office, was quickly counted. 

With an area of about 15,000 square meters, the entire fortifications have initially provided three-proof 

functions. 

It can accommodate up to 10,000 residents to take refuge in it or 3,000 militiamen. 

Who have been stationed here for a long time to resist invasion by foreign enemies. 

Faced with this result, not only the boss Su Yuan, was scared but even the staff of the Civil Defense 

Office was stunned. 

Who can think that under the old department store, all of this will be hidden? 

This child defense office also fell into a headache. 

He did not have the right to dismantle the civil air defense project. 

The building has been demolished and can’t leave a large ruin in the city center. 

Just in case... 

What do I do if I don’t approve the above? 

Most of the underground buildings here are independent secret rooms. 

It is impossible to keep the underground parking lot. 

Because the demolition will destroy the overall load-bearing structure here, even if it is rebuilt, it also 

needs approval. 

Chapter 259: Building a dream of building 

Ye Qing discreetly sent a gesture of sympathy to the boss Su Yuan. 

No matter what the final solution is, the boss Su Yuan will not be too good this time. 

Because the construction period will be seriously prolonged. 
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The construction industry expects to fully fund it unless there is such a person as Ye Qing can do this. 

To be big and broad is what qualified businessmen should do. 

Since the expected construction period is extended by an accident that occurs during the construction 

period and construction can not be completed on time. 

The bank loan is a tiger that does not spit bones and it will not be polite with you. 

If Su Yuan want to build a building, this civil air defense project must be demolished. 

The modern commercial buildings who have no underground parking is equal to entertainment places 

without princesses. 

Which is willing to go there? 

The original strength of the construction of the Xinghe River is very ordinary. 

Not to mention the extension of bank loans or the demolition of civil air defense projects, they too need 

a huge cost. 

................................. 

The locked secret rooms were also opened, and the militia of the People’s Armed Forces carried out one 

wooden box that was covered with iron. 

Some of the wooden boxes were printed with a 56-type submachine gun, a 7.62mm bullet, and 67-type 

grenades. 

Many citizens were shooting there with their mobile phones. Even the reporters of Zhongyun TV Station 

ran, holding a camera and kept shooting. 

The excitement has already been read, and it is also a matter for others to trouble again. 

Ye Qing returned from the parking lot and went home. 

When he goes back to Longxitan, Ye Qing counted his own cash flow. 

There are more than 1.5 billion Yuan in total! 

The money earned before was invested in the development of the factory. 

The purchase of a large number of building materials can fill the entire underground base. 

Previously, he has about 3 billion Yuan in his current account. 

Ye Qing forgot that long series of figures when the Finance Department checked the accounts a few days 

ago. 

The current 1.5 billion Yuan, mainly due to the sale of the Mechanical Colossus Type I, and the half-dive 

flood control wall deposit prepaid by Liangjiang City. 

The money is not in the hands, and it is spent. 

Now the reefs in the Bay have been destroyed by Ye Qing with his lord chariot by 90 percent. 



The lord chariot destroys the reef and builds a hidden route. 

It is Ye Qing’s plan to launch a port again. 

The amount of astronomical money needed to build a port is not clear, but the cost of building a port at 

Longxitan should be around 500 million Yuan. 

The lord chariot needs to dig up the shoals so that the giant ships have enough water lines to reach the 

shore. 

This can be solved by Mechanical Colossus Type X, which requires storage and loading cranes. 

Ye Qing can also manufacture it in his factory. 

The rest is the concrete needed to pour the pier, and Ye Qing is ready to launch two sets of concrete 

mixing stations and do it with concrete. 

In this way, it is also possible to use the ore to separate the iron ore and use the massive amount of 

stone powder produced. 

Ye Qing found an electronic map of Longxitan and planned the location of the concrete mixing plant in 

an open space away from the factory. 

Recently, the working hours of the monsters were too tight. 

When the mixing station is used, ordinary workers are hired to take responsibility. 

After planning the harbor, Ye Qing hasn’t planned how to spend the remaining billion. 

It is no longer necessary to continue to launch large-scale industrial equipment because there are not 

enough monsters to start. 

Yu Huali, the manager of the personnel department at night, called and he reported that he had already 

talked to the management of the Blue-sky Building. 

The other party had no idea of a lease the whole building. 

It just shows there are several companies whose lease contracts expire this year. 

Those companies do not intend to renew the lease. 

The management of the Blue-sky Building can rent the site to Monster Heavy Industries. 

Because the packaging work of mechanical engineering chairs and engraving machines in the area of the 

underground warehouse is too small, and it has already reached the full point. 

They must rent an area for more works. 

.......................... 

Building a building that belongs to you only is Ye Qing’s beautiful plan, and it is also an imperative 

necessity. 

Ye Qing’s chosen name is all right - the giant beast industrial building. 



Please forgive me, after assisting the reunion, Ye Qing really likes Tony’s industrial building. 

Not only the complex, but the night magic, the SHIELD agent, Jessica Jones, and other film and television 

dramas, this unusual science fiction building has also been measured. 

Every time Tony flew home in his suit, and he flew to the helipad, and then a bunch of automated 

mechanical mechanisms popped up, stripping his armor. 

Tony’s back is the famous Chrysler Building, and the height seems to be similar. 

However, the Stark Industrial Building is much advanced, with an independent Ark energy system, 

strong security measures, and numerous unconventional technology machinery. 

This is simply a paradise for the Industrial Party. 

The only regret maybe it does not exist. 

There is a luxury car, but there is no luxury home. I don’t want to own it, but Ye Qing wants to build it 

himself. 

The wooden houses in the water resort let Ye Qing see the enjoyment of life brought by technology, 

which has made Ye Qing more and more impulsive to build a technology mansion. 

The mansion is built at the top of the Giant Beast Industrial Building, with an independent apron an air 

swimming pool and a sky garden... 

Build a building with a height of more than 300 meters, there are about 40 in the country. 

According to Ye Qing’s vision, the building with the price of the building of Iron Man may exceed 10 

billion Yuan. 

This money is not a one-time investment. 

When a building is built, Ye Qing believes that he can earn more than 10 billion Yuan. 

Looked at the time, um ... not too early, you can go to sleep, the building’s things first scratched in your 

mind. 

The next morning, Ye Qing got up a little late. 

All the reefs in the bay were unplugged last night. 

At this time, Ye Qing went to the company to meet. And put the preparation materials needed for the 

construction of the port and the concrete mixing station to the employees. 

At the crossroads of the Blue-sky Building, Ye Qing looked down on the ruins next to it and the entrance 

to the civil air defense project. 

There was a large wooden board covered there, and the surrounding area was also fenced. 

A man who was a little lonely stood in the fence and quietly dazed, Ye Qing recognized him, Su Yuan, the 

boss of Xinghe Construction. 

Ye Qing parked the car in the parking lot of the Blue-sky Building. 



He did not go to the company but went to the side of Su Yuan through the sidewalk. 

Ye Qing and Su Yuan only met once. 

And Ye Qing came to him not to comfort him but wanted to exchange and talk about buying land to 

build a building. 

After all, the behemoth heavy construction is part of its own building, and it will be on the official 

agenda one day sooner or later. 

A Yellow Crane Tower 1916 handed to Su Yuan, some bald-headed man, slightly stunned to see Ye Qing. 

“I am the owner of a company opposite the Blue-sky Building. I found out that the underground civil air 

defense project was also there yesterday.” 

Ye Qing rushed and nodded. 

“Don’t worry, the report for the dismantling should not come too late.” 

"Alas..." 

Su Yuan took smog and smoked a sip fiercely. 

"The report to apply for the removal of this civil air defense project was sent out last night." 

"The deputy director of the Urban Construction Bureau also visited the scene last night. He said that 

based on experience, the above may be very large." 

"Isn’t it really good to dismantle?" 

Ye Qing is a bit strange. 

If it can be removed, it should be the best solution. 

Why is he still frowning? 

Chapter 260: Content of the receip 

 “I found an old worker who participated in the construction of this civil air defense project that year..." 

"He told me that it took them five years to build the entire civil air defense project, in order to achieve 

some degree of effect against nuclear strike effect..." 

The whole is made of high-pressure concrete, which is not an ordinary steel bar, but large pieces of steel 

plate..." 

"Even if I can be dismantled it, I will spend at least half a year to dismantle this civil air defense 

project..." 

"The original site is reserved. You want to build the building above. You can’t build on it." 

Ye Qing does not understand the construction. 

According to his own understanding, if he wants to dismount it, then it will not be dismantled. 
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"When you look at my face, I know I can’t do it." 

The expression on Su Yuan’s face is uglier than the pig’s squad. 

"The original department store is five floors. The underground structure looks sturdy, but at most, it can 

only be the ten-story building is topped." 

“But we plan to build a 22-story, full-scale sport and fitness club with bowling alleys, large swimming 

pools, indoor badminton courts, basketball courts, archery fields, etc.” 

"The original site is reserved, the underground parking lot is gone, and only ten-story buildings can be 

built. It must also be designed according to the original load-bearing structure..." 

"The gym built in this way, the pool would have twenty support columns and the bowling should be 

divided into four halves ..." 

"Ok ..." 

Ye Qing once again sympathized with this guy in his heart. 

Modern building buildings need to penetrate deep enough piles at the base of the ground to support 

the stability of the whole building. 

A few decades ago, building a five-story department store naturally did not use this construction 

technique. 

"I can take the liberty to ask, how much is this land cost?" 

Perhaps Su Yuan’s heart is too depressed, there are too many things that he doesn’t spit. 

Or Ye Qing is not like the tabloid reporter, after considering a few seconds. 

Su Yuan told Ye Qing that it took nearly two billion Yuan to take the land. 

"So expensive?" 

Ye Qing was frightened by this number. 

It turned out he does not have more than a billion in his pocket. 

Even the land for a building was not enough. 

“This is the busiest area in the city center, and the land is, of course, expensive.” 

Su Yuan said: 

“Nearly two billion Yuan is not only land money, but also deposits and taxes.” 

After chatting for a while, Ye Qing gave a speech to Su Yuan and returned to the meeting in the Blue-sky 

Building Company. 

In the next few days, when Ye Qing was in the company, through the glass he often saw Su Yuan running 

alongside the ruins. 



A martial art militia wearing a camouflage uniform, have been there several times and have removed 

some equipment that looks quite historical. 

Three days later, Ye Qing came to the company office and turned to the Mechanical Engineering Chair as 

usual. 

When he looked across the building, he found the people beside the ruins suddenly increased. 

Not only were there more people, but there were also two excavators who had replaced the breakers. 

A man dressed as an engineer explained to the two excavator drivers. 

Then the two excavators drove to the edge of the ruins, and they joined. 

The sound of the excavator hitting the concrete floor is very loud, and it can be heard even by Ye Qing 

across the road. 

When Ye Qing stayed in the office for two hours and planned to return to Longxitan, the two excavators 

were still under work. 

Looking at the condescending, even Ye Qing feels incredible. 

The excavators chiseled for two hours, and only two pits of the size of the kiosk were cut out. 

Another day, when Ye Qing passed by here, the situation here seems to be something is wrong. 

More than a dozen cars were parked next to two excavators. 

The owner of Xinghe Construction, Su Yuan, was surrounded by people. 

Ye Qing lowered the window and could hear the excited crowd, shouting for refunds, losing money and 

the like. 

The boss Su Yuan became a boat in the waves, pushed by the crowd. 

After eating the working meal at noon, Ye Qing found that more than a dozen cars beside the ruins were 

gone. 

Su Yuan was alone in front of the wooden board that covered the underground civil defense work. 

It took more than ten minutes to move. 

Ye Qing asked the canteen to copy two small dishes and pack them with rice. 

When he came to Su Yuan with lunch again, Ye Qing went to the Tianying Shopping Plaza next door and 

bought the wrapping paper. 

Because the boss Su Yuan was crying there... 

"Su boss, what happened?" 

Ye Qing handed over both things and comforted him: 

"First eat something, there is no way to go." 



"Finished!" 

Seeing an acquaintance, Su Yuan is like a puppet with a clockwork, and he repeats this sentence. 

Ye Qing waited for a while, Su Yuan finally looked up: 

"I found two excavators to test the concrete hardness here. The result has been so many years, and it is 

still harder than the rock..." 

"Now, large and small partners, those who have already invested in actions for only after the 

construction of the building is finished. They can obtain the permanent rights of exploitation of the 

internal premises, come to see me and ask me to return the money to them ... " 

"Because the deadline is not going to be finished on time, I belong to the party who broke the contract." 

A Buick Jun opened up and Su Yuan, who had a little good mood, was in great tension. 

Fortunately, the coming person is not the partner who wants him to refund the money, but the director 

of the Civil Defense Office. 

"Old Su..." 

The director Li took a portfolio and smiled and greeted the two. 

Su Yuan glanced at the portfolio and immediately jumped up with the eggs being kicked. 

"Director Li, the provincial people’s defense office’s receipt down?" 

"Yes, it is..." 

The director Li grinned: 

"I am sorry..." 

“The Provincial Civil Defense Office refused our request to dismantle this civil air defense project in the 

receipt...” 

“The receipt said they checked the population density here and the number of underground parking 

lots...” 

“It was found that if the civil air defense project was demolished, there would be no adequate area of 

civil air defense works for the public to take refuge in the city center...” 

"They only agree with us and can make changes that do not affect the original area as needed." 

With a bang, the boss Su Yuan sat down on the ground. 

The most worrying thing happened, and the demolition could not be removed. 

"Old Su, this is the end of the matter, you are thinking about a solution." 

The director Li was embarrassed to avoid the gaze: 

"The cost of the modification can be financed by our finances." 



“What is the use of money to change it?” 

Su Yuan said in a low way: 

“Now all partners have to withdraw funds...” 

“What will I have to build on it after I have changed it?” 

“Building a ten-story department store?” 

"Even if it is built, what can I build with?" 

“The bank loan will expire next year. It was originally planned to get the main body up and expect the 

merchant to check-in and withdraw funds.” 

"Now, all the clouds know, and we can’t build a large fitness club in the design." 

"That... that..." 

The director Li of the Civil Defense Office did not say a complete sentence for a long time. 

“Director Li.” 

Ye Qing asked: 

"Do you mean that as long as the modification is done without affecting the area of origin? And if the 

building is built there remains the same area of human defense work underneath?" 

“Hmm?” 

Director Li nodded a little confused. 

 


